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The Great Race recounts the exciting story of a century-long battle among automakers for
market share, profit, and technological dominance—and the thrilling race to build the car of the
future.The world’s great manufacturing juggernaut—the $3 trillion automotive industry—is in the
throes of a revolution. Its future will include cars Henry Ford and Karl Benz could scarcely
imagine. They will drive themselves, won’t consume oil, and will come in radical shapes and
sizes. But the path to that future is fraught. The top contenders are two traditional manufacturing
giants, the US and Japan, and a newcomer, China.Team America has a powerful and little-
known weapon in its arsenal: a small group of technology buffs and regulators from California.
The story of why and how these men and women could shape the future—how you move, how
you work, how you live on Earth—is an unexpected tale filled with unforgettable characters: a
scorned chemistry professor, a South African visionary who went for broke, an ambitious
Chinese ex-pat, a quixotic Japanese nuclear engineer, and a string of billion-dollar wagers by
governments and corporations.“To explain the scramble for the next-generation auto—and the
roles played in that race by governments, auto makers, venture capitalists, environmentalists,
and private inventors—comes Levi Tillemann’s The Great Race…Mr. Tillemann seems ideally
cast to guide us through the big ideas percolating in the world’s far-flung workshops and
labs” (The Wall Street Journal). His account is incisive and riveting, explaining how America
bounced back in this global contest and what it will take to command the industrial future.

"The Great Race captures the drama of a global competition for markets and new technology
that is changing the auto industry and indeed the world in which we all live. It is a gripping read
that takes us inside critical decisions in China and Japan and the United States. Tillemann’s
experience as a tech entrepreneur focused on cars, his skill as a linguist (he is fluent in Chinese
and Japanese), and his expertise on energy policy enable him to bring unique insights. The
result is an epochal saga of leadership, money, power, global competition and innovation; and
Tillemann tells it all superbly. Whether your "thing” is the clash of nations or the battle for global
markets -- or how fast you can get from zero to 60 -- you’ll like The Great Race a lot. Indeed, you
will race through it!" -- Daniel Yergin, author of The Quest and The Prize"It is simply the best
book out there on not just electric vehicles, but the complicated nexus between innovation,
energy security and smart energy policy for the 21st century." -- Robbie Diamond, Founder and
CEO, Securing America's Future Energy (SAFE)“If you like cars, you will love this book. If you
care about climate change, you will love this book. And if you want to find out how the United
States is retaining its competitive and innovative edge in the world, in a tale that reads like a spy
novel, you will love this book!” -- Anne-Marie Slaughter, President and CEO, New America"No
one is better positioned to write this book than Levi Tillemann. This book has much to say about



how governments can succeed and also fail. Above all, The Great Race is a Great Read." --
Peter Bergen, author of Manhunt: The Ten-Year Search for bin Laden from 9/11 to Abbottabad
and CNN's National Security Analyst"Tillemann’s vivid story of capitalism, innovation and
politics in the international economy hits the mark. The Great Race brilliantly captures the three-
way tug of war between industry, the government and markets and how it inexorably drives the
global auto industry forward." -- Eric Ridenour, former COO of Chrysler“To explain the scramble
for the next-generation auto—and the roles played in that race by governments, auto makers,
venture capitalists, environmentalists and private inventors—comes Levi Tillemann’s “The Great
Race”… Mr. Tillemann seems ideally cast to guide us through the big ideas percolating in the
world’s far-flung workshops and labs. He is an inventor himself: With his father and brothers, he
conceived a gasoline engine, the IRIS, that is smaller and theoretically more efficient than
standard designs of the same output, and over the past decade the design has won attaboys
from NASA and ConocoPhillips.” ― Wall Street Journal"Mr Tillemann, an energy expert, writes
about the car guys with the grasp of an insider. This seems to have been gained from founding a
company which tried to bring a low-emission car engine to market and by the rigour of having led
negotiations with Detroit. Fluent in Chinese and Japanese, he is able to take the adventure to
the heart of the world’s other automotive powers.” ― Economist“Free-market and small-
government purists will find much to quibble with here, but the author is skilled, and sometimes
relentless, at highlighting the ability of official industrial policy to work in the public interest.
“Since the time of Henry Ford,” he writes, “no automobile industry in the world had ever become
internationally competitive without . . . government intervention.” ― Washington PostAbout the
AuthorLevi Tillemann is the Cal and Jeff Leonard Fellow at the New America Foundation. He
previously served as Special Advisor for Policy and International Affairs at the US Department of
Energy. Prior to that, Tillemann was the CEO of IRIS Engines—a company he founded with his
inventor father to develop a smaller, more efficient, and more powerful combustion engine.
Tillemann was also an Associate Director at IHS Energy. He has a PhD from The Johns Hopkins
School of Advanced International Studies and speaks Chinese, Japanese, Spanish, and
Portuguese.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.The Great RaceRead more
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Vivaldi Guy, “This is a flawed but nevertheless interesting snd informative book for electric
vehicle enthusiasts or investors.. This book has excessive praise for government regulators,
especially California's CARB. The author seems to think creating bureaucracies staffed by
zealots is fine, there is no need for level headed impartial science based decisions..The author
is obviously rather left wing and it shows. I would rather have a dispassionate book about the
Great Race.Because it is a story that doesn't need all the bias, I did learn a good deal about
how the Japanese EV market developed., and inside the US the role of CARB. CARB did
promote progress , except when it overstepped available technology and ventured into
ideological zealotry. When it did, it slowed progress. Pushing BEV cars before Li ion batteries
was just a waste of time.Lead acid batteries are very heavy with a limited life span. Just look
how long they last in the average ICE car.The deeper I read into this book, the more I learned.
So I have upgraded my review rating. Twice. New tech does often does need a boost- from the
government.this is best done by incentivizing customers so that they , rather than some dim
witted bureaucrat or campaign contributor wind up picking winners. Solyndra was an example of
bad policy. Examples of good electric vehicle policy would include the $7500 tax credit (it should
be increased) funding battery research, building infrastructure that can be used by both short
range and long range BEV (the new Combo 1772 standard) , funding for more standard shaped
road signs recognizable by sensors, .etc. Non monetary boosts include access to HOV lanes,
possibly a higher speed limit for BEV, free parking etc.And by the way, I actually own and drive
an all electric car and am very pro BEV.  I doubt if I will ever buy a gas car again.”

Charles Hall, “Riveting story of the rise of the electric car. I have recently read several books
about the electric car and it's history (and future). This 2015 book is the most recently written.
The author gives a lot of history and background on electric auto development in China, the US
and Japan (with slight mentions of Audi). As I write this review in 2017 not a whole lot has
changed... yet. China has yet to penetrate the American market with any vehicle, electric or not.
Japan's Nissan has yet to follow up on the 1st Gen Leaf and the latest Toyota Prime is Toyota's
first real attempt at a plugin. Tesla may be a month away from the Model 3, but nothing yet. Only
GM with the Volt and Bolt has taken things to the next level. The Bolt's range and price set a new
standard. But the bulk of this book is the how, who and why that these cars got created in the
first place. There's lots of the Japanese backstory I've never heard before, it wasn't just Nissan
that wanted to be in this market. The Chinese story is fascinating, all about how they hoped to
leapfrog Western engineers by coming out with an EV before they had ever designed a
conventional car. (That didn't turn out so well.)This is a well-researched book that is also well
written. By the last chapter it was a real page-turner. I highly recommend it!”

DonC, “Super well written and entertaining story about a critical race which will impact our



economy for a long time. I bought the book yesterday and I'm about a third of the way through (I
think). Even without reading until the end, it deserves five stars because the author is an
extraordinary story teller. Should be writing for TV. As but one example, the anecdote about
Arnold Schwarzenegger lusting after a HUMVEE while shooting in Astoria Oregon while state
bureaucrats from CARB coming up regulations which would kill it was priceless.Yet it doesn't
lose sight of how deadly serious the global race for industrial primacy is. It's a big
deal.Informative and entertaining.NOTE: After writing this review I looked at a few of the lower
rated reviews out of curiosity. OMG. Here's the deal. If you watch and actually believe that Fox
News is news rather than scripted right wing propaganda, don't read this book. You won't like it
because it contains things called "facts", and these pesky things will not support or reinforce the
whacky pre-conceived narrative that is the principle reason to watch Fox. The resulting cognitive
dissonance from the clash of facts and your pre-conceived narrative will make you unhappy.
You'll be happier sticking with your propaganda and avoiding venturing into the real world. .”

Liam Kelleher, “Fascinating story of the path to the electric car. There is without doubt an
enormous amount of research and digging gone into this book. Tillemann has written a very
enjoyable and thoroughly readable book as the story is told by detailing the lives of the many
characters who helped propel the electric vehicle to where it is today.The book weaves a tale
stemming from the CARB incentives in California to the progress made by Japanese companies
to the current trendsetting Tesla motors. Whilst there is enough technical detail on the CARB
incentives and fuel efficiencies that landed us where we are, information is on battery
technology etc was a bit more thin on the ground than expected. Fair enough when one
considers that is not a book on such matters but concentrates on main events and characters
who shaped such the destiny of the electric vehicle. My only gripe with this book is that many
characters are given a couple of pages on their input and suddenly fade to nothing. When one
thinks of Michael Lewis' books, characters are introduced and play a role throughout.Still a good
effort and enjoyable read. Makes for worrying reading for the oil industry worker that I am.....”

Mahonj, “Great book on electric cars - the technology, the politics and the personalities. A great
book on electric cars by a guy who has met the main players.Great book on electric cars - the
technology, the politics and the personalities”

Alex Glassbrook, “Essential reading on future transport. A thrillingly written, panoramic history of
the car from Model T to Tesla and beyond. Levi Tillemann’s skills - as innovator, policymaker and
storyteller - shine through and his insights are invaluable.”

Mr. Jeff. W., “A very good read, so much information if you would like .... A very good read , so
much information if you would like to know the future of motoring it's in this book”

Edimilson Mario, “Leitura interessante. Gostei do conteúdo de um livro que ajuda a entender a



corrida mundial pelo mercado do carro elétrico e os prováveis vencedores. Mostra também que
muito embora a China seja uma economia enorme, ainda está longe de deter tecnologias que
possam ser consideradas como chave para alcançar a liderança mundial.”

The book by Stephen Ducke has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 66 people have provided feedback.
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